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Introduction

Ovarian cancer (OC) is one of the tumors among women 
with higher mortality rates; it has a 5-year survival below 
45%. It is the seventh most common malignancy and the 
eighth cause of cancer death among women (1,2). It is 
also the second most common gynecologic cancer and the 
leading cause of gynecologic cancer death (3,4). Worldwide, 
Central and Eastern Europe followed by Northern 

America have the highest incidence rates where they exceed  
8 per 100,000 (Table 1) (1,5). Non-Hispanic, white women 
also have the leadership in incidence among different  
ethnicities (1). Every year, OC accounts for an estimated 
of 239,000 new cases and 152,000 deaths worldwide (1,5). 
Lifetime risk for women of developing OC is 1 in 75 and 
chances of dying is 1 in 100 (6). 

Age of incidence varies, but it usually affects women 
older than 45 years with a median age of diagnosis at 63. 
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Women younger than 40 are usually affected by germinal 
ovary tumors, contrary to those in older groups where 
epithelial tumors are the most common. By stage, less 
than 15% of OC are diagnosed in stage 1 when the 5-year 
survival is 92% (5). The 5-year survival in advanced 
epithelial ovary cancer (EOC) is of 30%, approximately (7).

OC is classified according to the tissue where they 
originate: the epithelium, stromal endocrine cells and 
germ cells neoplasms of the ovary. EOC accounts for 90% 
of these malignancies (8). It is most common in women 
in the 6th and 7th decades. Family history is one of the 
most significant risk factors; up to 7% of women with OC 
have a positive family history (3). Hereditary syndromes 
with mutations in BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes increase the 
risk by 44% and 27%, respectively (3). Another genetic 
syndrome associated with OC is Lynch syndrome also 
known as non-polyposis colorectal cancer syndrome with 
mutations in MLH1, MSH2, PMS1, and MSH6. Factors 
associated with greater lifetime ovulation or estrogen 
exposure as nulliparity, early age of menarche or late age 
of menopause, and use of hormone replacement therapy 
have been established as risk factors for the development 
of this disease (3,8). On the other hand, some factors that 
include suppression of ovulation such as increased number 
of parities and use of oral contraceptives are considered as 
protective factors for EOC.

CA-125, a protein encoded by the MUC16 gene, is 
the most frequently used tumor marker for OC. It is an 
easy measurement that reflects the tumor growth and 
it is efficient to evaluate treatment response (9). Levels 
should be below 35 U/mL. It is a predictor factor during 
the treatment and useful marker for follow-up of EOC. 
It is important to mention that it should not be used 
as a diagnostic test because it may be elevated in other 
cancers situations such as endocervical carcinoma and 

pancreatic cancer; or physiologic conditions pancreatitis, 
endometriosis, peritonitis, cirrhosis or first trimester of 
pregnancy.

The current evaluation for identifying patients with 
advanced EOC is limited. The combination of CA-125, 
imaging and a physical examination is mandatory for staging 
the patient. Laparoscopy is a new model used for defining 
stage and type of surgery that should be done.   

Treatment for EOC

Since the introduction of platinum-based therapy 
more than 30 years ago for treatment of OC, survival 
in these patients has increased in small proportions.  
Five-year survival increased less than 5% between 1980 
and 2004 (10). PDS followed by adjuvant chemotherapy 
(ACT) with paclitaxel and carboplatin is the standard 
of treatment for EOC. This approach was introduced 
after a retrospective study in 1975 that demonstrated 
that postoperative largest residual tumor, decreased  
survival (11). The aim is to achieve optimal cytoreduction 
which is defined as having less than 1 cm of residual 
disease, ideally to achieve no visible disease (12). 
Relapses account for 75–80% within the 5 years after  
diagnosis (13). Although this is the standard of care, 
PDS has been associated with increased perioperative 
morbidity, mortality and diminished QOL. Because of 
these disadvantages, new randomized trials have shown an 
alternative with a three-cycle neoadjuvant chemotherapy 
(NAC) followed by IDS and fulfillment of the rest of 
chemotherapy after it, usually 3 more ACT cycles. This 
approach has demonstrated a higher rate of optimal 
cytoreduction surgery in advanced EOC.

As many authors agree, undergoing an extensive 
cytoreductive surgery is justified because residual disease, 

Table 1 Examples of worldwide incidence of ovarian cancer (1)

Incidence (rates per 100,000) Example countries

More than 8.4 Canada, Argentina, Russia, Kazakhstan, Ukraine Japan, Italy, United Kingdom, Ireland, Denmark, Poland, 
Ethiopia, Indonesia

6.8–8.4 United States, Bolivia, Uruguay, Spain, France, Germany, Sweden, South Korea, North Korea, Niger, 
Australia 

5.0–6.8 Mexico, Colombia, Venezuela, Ecuador, Brazil, Chile, Portugal, Netherlands, Belgium, Pakistan, Bangladesh, 
Thailand, Laos, Turkey, Egypt, Sudan, Chad, South Africa, Zimbabwe

3.8–5.0 Peru, China, India, Rwanda, Iran, Yemen, Libya, Algeria, Morocco, Zambia

Less than 3.8 Honduras, Guatemala, Mongolia, Vietnam, Saudi Arabia, Dem. Rep. Congo, Angola, Nigeria, Madagascar
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at the end of surgery, is the major prognostic factor for 
survival (14). Nowadays, the main goal of PDS and IDS is 
to avoid leaving any macroscopic residual tumor.  

Chemotherapy with taxanes and platinum has a high 
sensibility of up to 80% response. NAC-IDS has been 
demonstrated as a valid strategy in patients with stage 
IV, unresectable tumors with large ascites and diffuse 
disseminations have a dramatic disappearance after it. For 
this reason, in the coming years, it is expected that NAC-
IDS becomes the gold standard treatment. 

First reports of NAC application were in 1990. A group 
at Yale University reported a group of 17 patients treated 
with NAC who were diagnosed with advanced EOC. The 
median survival was 15 months and survival curves were the 
same between patients at the International Federation of 
Gynecology and Obstetrics (FIGO) stage III and IV (15). 
After that, in 1991 a retrospective case-control study using 
NAC-IDS was done at MD Anderson Cancer Center. A 
total of 22 patients were registered with FIGO stage III 
or IV EOC who underwent to laparotomy and biopsy. 
Thereafter, they received 2 to 4 cycles of chemotherapy 
followed by IDS and ACT. Comparisons were done among 
two control groups, one with suboptimal debulking surgery 
with platinum chemotherapy and another group with 
laparotomy and PDS followed by ACT. Results showed 
no difference in median survival among the 3 groups 
concluding that patients with bulky disease have a poorer 
prognosis despite of the treatment given (16).

Several clinical trials have compared both approaches. 
In 1994, the first prospective randomized clinical trial was 
published. Seventy-nine patients underwent suboptimal 
PDS and under randomization either to platinum 
chemotherapy alone or to platinum-based NAC followed 
by IDS if chemotherapy response was observed. They 
didn’t find any difference in median survival of both groups. 
After that, the European Organization for Research and 
Treatment of Cancer (EORTC-55865) study was done in 
1995. It included OC FIGO stages IIB, IIC, III, and IV 
who had residual lesions measuring more than 1 cm in 
diameter after PDS. After 3 cycles of cyclophosphamide 
and cisplatin, patients were randomly assigned to undergo 
either debulking surgery or no surgery, followed by ACT. 
A total of 319 patients were eligible for the study, 278 
patients were evaluated: 140 patients treated with three 
cycles of cisplatin and cyclophosphamide followed by IDS 
and three additional ACT and 138 patients who received 
chemotherapy without IDS. The group who underwent 
IDS have a statistically significant advantage in median 

survival (6 months) and a difference of 10% in the survival 
at 2 years. Surgery reduced the risk of death by 33% (17). 

After that, in 2004 another randomized phase III trial 
was done by Gynecologic Oncology Group (GOG), which 
enrolled 550 patients with stage III or IV of EOC and 
residual intraperitoneal tumor larger than 1 cm in diameter: 
all received 3 NAC cycles. After it, a total of 448 patients 
with no progression and limited extraperitoneal disease 
were randomly assigned either to a secondary PDS followed 
by 3 more cycles as ACT or to three more chemotherapy 
cycles alone. They didn’t find improvement in progression-
free survival (PFS) or overall survival (OS): OS was 10.5 vs. 
33.7 months (18). The study found no benefit of secondary 
cytoreduction in patients with maximal PDS but the group 
of patients with inadequate primary surgery could earn 
some advantage of it. 

Lee et al., in 2006 evaluated the efficacy of NAC. Of 
the 40 patients included, 22 were treated with PDS and 18 
with NAC-IDS. Optimal IDS was possible in the 77.8% 
of the NAC group compared to 45.5% in the PDS group; 
concluding higher rate of optimum cytoreduction with less 
invasive surgery and reduced morbidity (19).

In 2010, a new randomized trial was performed 
comparing PDS and NAC-IDS by the European 
Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer 
Gynecological Cancer Group-National Cancer Institute of 
Canada Clinical Trials Group (EORTC-NCIC 55971) from 
the Gynecologic Cancer Intergroup. Vergote et al. recruit 
670 patients FIGO stage IIIC and IV that were randomly 
assigned to these approaches. They found that after NAC-
IDS, optimal cytoreduction with the largest residual tumor 
≤1 cm was in the 80.6% of the patients compared to PDS 
with 41.6%. Hazard ratio (HR) for death was 0.98 and HR 
for progression of disease was 1.01 in the NAC compared 
to the PDS group. PFS (12 months in both approaches) and 
OS (20 in PDS and 30 months in NAC) were almost the 
same, but complications after PDS were higher (20).

The Primary Chemotherapy Versus Primary Surgery 
for Newly Diagnosed Advanced Ovarian Cancer study 
(CHORUS), a phase 3 noninferiority trial done in 2013 
that had the objective of demonstrating the noninferiority 
of NAC compared to PDS. This was a randomized, 
controlled trial done in 87 hospitals which enrolled 
women with suspected FIGO stage III or IV OC. Women 
were randomly assigned either to PDS followed by  
6 cycles of ACT or to 3 cycles of NAC and then surgery. 
Like EORTC, median OS was 22.6 months in the PDS 
compared to 24.1 of the NAC group. The HR for death 
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was 0.87 in favor of NAC and PFS of 12 vs. 10.7 months 
for PDS. This study concluded that NAC-IDS was non-
inferior to PDS followed by ACT recommending that 
NAC-IDS is an acceptable standard of care for women 
with advanced OC (21). Disadvantages of this study 
were: not standardization of surgical procedures leading 
to suboptimal ways of doing cytoreduction, and skewed 
selection of patients due to the inclusion of cases with 
heavy tumor burden (22).

More recent studies have confirmed the advantages of 
NAC-IDS. Shimoji et al. reported a retrospective study of 
51 cases with stage III and IV EOC treated in a hospital 
located in Japan between 2012 and 2016. A total of 29 cases 
were treated with NAC followed by IDS and 22 with PDS. 
The NAC-IDS group achieved complete cytoreductive 
surgery. Blood loss was greater in PDS group. PFS and OS 
were similar in both groups (23). 

The SCORPION (Surgical complications related to 
Primary or Interval debulking in Ovarian Neoplasm) trial 
published in 2016 was aimed to establish whether NAC 
followed by IDS was superior to PDS in terms of clinical 
outcome and peri-operative morbidity in advanced EOC. 
This phase III randomized clinical trial included 110 
eligible women, 55 assigned to PDS arm and 55 to the 
NAC-IDS arm. The rate of complete residual disease was 
superimposable: 45.5% in PDS vs. 57.7% in NAC-IDS. 
Complications grade III and IV were more common in 
NAC-IDS. Perioperative morbidity and QOL scores were 
better in the NAC-IDS arm (24).

A National Cancer Database from 1998–2011 was 
analyzed to compare the OS between PDS and NAC-IDS 
in women with stage III or IV OC. The representative 
cohort for NAC-IDS group was low and they had greater 
comorbidities. The OS in PDS group was higher among 
women with stage III but not stage IV. It concluded that 
patients with PDS are well selected rather than for NAC-
IDS (25). 

A retrospective study was conducted at our institution. 
Patients with advanced epithelial OC in stages IIIC and IV 
without parenchymal metastasis were included. Patients 
were classified according to the procedure. Group A with  
42 patients had PDS followed by ACT ×6 cycles, and group 
B with 63 patients had NAC with 6 cycles followed by IDS. 
A R0 cytoreduction was performed in 35.5% of group A 
and 64.5% of group B. Median PFS between both groups 
was 14.7 and 17.5 months for groups A and B and OS 33.59 
and 56.4, respectively. These results lead us to conclude that 
although the rate of complete debulking surgery was higher, 

long-term outcome is not improved (26). 
Well-designed algorithms are needed for doing a NAC-

IDS procedure instead of just indicating it to patients with 
the worst prognosis.

Several meta-analyses have been done. In 2009, 21 
studies between 1989 and 2008 were included in a meta-
analysis. This study concluded that those patients who 
received NAC had a lower risk of suboptimal cytoreduction 
helping oncologists to achieve an optimal surgery (22). 
Another study made in 2013, which included 2 randomized 
controlled trials with 1,200 women didn’t find a statistical 
difference in OS and PFS between patients who underwent 
either to NAC or PDS (27). In 2016, Zeng et al. included 
in their meta-analysis four randomized controlled trials 
and found that NAC contributed to the completeness 
of debulking removal, but no significant difference was 
found in OS compared to PDS group (28). A recent one, 
published in 2017 by Yang et al. compared four randomized 
controlled trials in which NAC or PDS was done. A total of 
1,607 patients with advanced EOC were included and they 
found that NAC-IDS was associated with a higher rate of 
complete cytoreduction, lower peri-operative morbidity, 
and less post-surgical mortality, in addition to a best QOL 
compared to the group in which PDS was done (12). Table 2 
summarize these results.

FIGO recommends NAC-IDS for selected patients 
with stage III and IV disease and bulky tumors. A 25-year 
experienced group recommends treatment with PDS to 
all patients stage IIIC who can achieve R0 resection with 
acceptable morbidity (29). Most patients in stage IV should 
be included in NAC treatment group. The Leuven criteria 
for considering NAC and IDS can be a useful parameter 
for guiding the decision. Different variables are considered 
in Leuven criteria. For NAC to be considered as an option, 
following aspects should be positive in the patients:
	At diagnosis, patients should have one of the 

followings: 
	Biopsy with histologically proven epithelial 

ovarian or tubal or peritoneal, FIGO stage IIIC 
and IV; 

	Fine needle aspiration that proves the presence of 
carcinoma cells in patients with a suspicious pelvic 
mass if CA-125/CEA ratio >25. If serum CA-
125/CEA ratio is ≤25, imaging or endoscopy is 
obligatory to exclude a primary gastric, colon, or 
breast carcinoma.

	In the case of positive abdominal metastases at 
diagnosis, these should include either of these ones: 
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 Involvement of the superior mesenteric artery;
 Diffuse deep infiltration of the root of the small 

bowel mesentery;
 Diffuse and confluent carcinomatosis of the 

stomach and/or small bowel that involves such 
large parts that resection would lead to a short 
bowel syndrome or a total gastrectomy;

 Intrahepatic metastases;
 Infiltration of the duodenum and/or pancreas 

and/or the large vessels of the ligamentum 
hepatoduodenale, truncus coeliacus, or behind the 
porta hepatis.

 In the case of extra-abdominal metastases all of them 
should be considered for NAC-IDS, except in the 
cases of: 
 Resectable inguinal lymph nodes;
 Solitary resectable retrocrural o paracardial nodes;
 Pleural fluid that contains cytologically malignant 

cells without proof of the presence of pleural 
tumors.

 Patients with impaired performance status and 
comorbidity that will not allow to achieve a 
complete resection or will not accept to use potential 
supportive measures, such as blood transfusions or 
temporary stoma NAC should be offered.

The last criteria of Leuven Group include the indications 
for IDS. This surgery should be done in patients that 
don’t have progression of disease and in the case of extra-
abdominal disease at diagnosis, the extra abdominal 
disease should be in complete response or resectable. 
The performance status and comorbidities should allow a 
maximal surgical effort to no residual disease.

The feasibility of doing NAC-IDS can be assessed with 
a diagnostic laparoscopy. A validated laparoscopic scoring 
system was developed in 2013 in the multicentric trial 
Olympia-MITO 13 (30). Among the most used parameters 
omental cake, peritoneal and diaphragmatic carcinomatosis, 
stomach infiltration and superficial liver metastasis had the 
higher accuracy (Table 3). 

New approaches include hyperthermic intraperitoneal 
chemotherapy (HIPEC). A study published in 2014 
included stage IIIC and IV OC patients treated during 
2008 and 2013 (31). These patients were treated with 
NAC cycles of paclitaxel and carboplatin and thereafter 
cytoreduction HIPEC with paclitaxel 60 mg/m2 and 
cisplatin 75 mg/m2. A total of 66 patients were recruited, 
9 patients were ≥75 years in which morbidity was 
higher compared to younger patients. This group had 
a median PFS of 6 months compared to 24 months 
of patients <75 years. Median OS in ≥75 years group 
was 13 months. This study concluded that patients  
≥75 years do not benefit from IDS with HIPEC. In 2016, 
a phase II trial was done to assess the feasibility of PDS 
and HIPEC (cisplatin 50 mg/m2) followed by 6 cycles 
of ACT compared to 3–4 cycles of NAC and IDS with 
HIPEC followed by 3 cycles of ACT (32). HIPEC was 
done in patients with complete cytoreduction. A total 
of 19 patients were studied and NAC was administered 
to them, in 16 patients HIPEC was done in which 
outcome was good. For the 19 patients, median PFS was  
33.2 months, with a 24-month PFS rate of 61.9%. OS 
rate at 24 months was 85.2%. In the HIPEC group, 
median PFS was 33.2 with a 24-month PFS rate of 69.2% 
and OS rate at 24-month of 92.3%.

Table 2 Comparison among meta-analyses presented in this review 

Variables Kang & Nam Dai-yuan et al. Zeng et al. Yang et al.

Year published 2009 2013 2016 2017

Studies included 21 2 4 4

Patients included (n) Mean: 53 patients per study 1,220 1,922 1,607

Patient characteristics Patients with advanced 
EOC with NAC

Stage II and IV, randomized 
to NAC or PDS + ACT

Patients with advanced 
EOC with NAC O PDS

Patients with advanced 
EOC with NAC O PDS

Improvement of optimal 
cytoreduction

Yes Not analyzed Yes Yes

Benefit in OS or PFS No No No Not analyzed

EOC, epithelial ovary cancer; NAC, neoadjuvant chemotherapy; PDS, primary debulking surgery; ACT, adjuvant chemotherapy; OS, overall 
survival; PFS, progression-free survival.
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Prognostic factors for success of NAC-IDS

The most important prognostic factor in the treatment of 
advanced stage ovarian continues to be the performance 
of an optimal surgery. Several factors that may affect the 
success of cytoreduction have been studied and analyzed. 
It is true that after NAC, the tissue is modified and 
measurements of residual tumor after surgery are not 
accurate. This may be a factor affecting the success of 
cytoreduction. 

Macroscopic residual disease after debulking surgery is 
an independent prognostic factor between NAC-IDS and 
PDS. Residual tumor less than 1 cm in IDS is associated 
with higher survival benefit compared to leaving more than 
1 cm of residual tumor (33). Minimal gross residual tumor 
improves survival in IDS but not in PDS. 

Macroscopic tumor on the omentum analyzed by 
pathologists is a poor prognosis factor. The OS after a 
macroscopic tumor is of 32.0 months compared to those 
with microscopic tumors in which it is 67.0 months (34). 
This is thought to be due to chemotherapy resistance. 

Size of the tumor does not correlate with the number 
of NAC cycles that have been given and is another factor 
that needs to be taken into consideration. Administration of 
more than 4 NAC cycles correlates with poorer prognosis 
and decrease in the median survival time (35). It is still 
unclear whether if there is any advantage in administering 
more than 4 cycles of chemotherapy. 

Completion of debulking surgery with lymphadenectomy 
increases the OS but currently, there’s lack of strong 
evidence for recommending lymphadenectomy after  
NAC (34). A multicentric descriptive study was done in 
2015 comparing patients with initially inoperable advanced 
OC who underwent NAC-IDS with lymphadenectomy or 
without it. It concluded no significant difference between 
groups with HR of 1.88 and PFS with HR of 1.43 (36). 

The number of chemotherapy cycles of NAC should be 
less than 5. Patients receiving ≥5 NAC cycles have shorter 
PFS contrary to patients with <5 cycles. In patients with less 
than 5 cycles of ACT after IDS, PFS and OS were shorter 
compared to those with 5 or more cycles of ACT (35).

Post-surgical levels of CA 125 correlates well with 
the success of NAC and of an optimal IDS. Its levels 
are significantly lower when compared to a group of 
patients in which conservative management with PDS was 
done. Patients with low preoperative CA 125, less than  
35 U/mL, have better results in the cytoreduction surgery. 

Table 3 Summary of characteristics of parameters for predicting 
operability via diagnostic laparoscopic in patient with advanced 
ovarian cancer proposed by Fagotti et al., 2013

Parameter*
Statistical characteristics comparing 
them to the other parameters**

Omental cake More false positives than false 
negatives. Similar NPV and PPV

Third highest specificity

Highest accuracy

Peritoneal 
carcinomatosis

More false positives than false negatives

Higher NPV than PPV

Lowest specificity

Fifth place in accuracy

Diaphragmatic 
carcinomatosis

More false positives than false negatives

Similar NPV and PPV

Second lowest specificity

Fourth place in accuracy

Mesenteric retraction Same false positives and false negatives

Higher NPV than PPV

Second best specificity

Third best accuracy

Bowel infiltration More false negatives than false positives

Similar NPV and PPV

Fourth best specificity

Lowest accuracy

Stomach infiltration Similar false positives and false 
negatives

Higher NPV than PPV

Best specificity

Second best accuracy

Superficial liver 
metastasis

More false negatives than false positives

Similar NPV and PPV

Fourth best specificity

Lowest accuracy

*, parameters are ordered in descending way according to their 
Cohen’s kappa registered in Fagotti et al., 2013 (30); **, exact 
values for negative predictive values (NPV), positive predictive 
values (PPV), specificity and accuracy can be found in Fagotti  
et al., 2013 (30). 
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Furthermore, longer PFS is observed compared to patients 
with CA 125 levels greater than 100 U/mL (37). 

Ascites is another factor that predicts the outcome 
following NAC and IDS. The disappearance of ascites 
considered as a decrease in volume for less than 500 mL 
correlates with a longer PFS and OS compared to patients 
with increased residual ascites (38).

During follow up, imaging can be a predictor of 
progression after NAC. Those patients with progressive 
disease is an independent preoperative factor for 1-year PFS 
and OS (39).

Conclusions

Several studies conclude that chemotherapy increases the 
percentage of patients suitable for IDS. Optimal resection 
in IDS ranges from 77% to 94% (38). In addition, lower 
morbidity, requirement of intensive care unit, hospital 
stay and higher quality of life are some of the advantages 
for NAC-IDS (40). The patient’s personal desires, clinical 
features, and disease burden should be the determinants for 
choosing between PDS and NAC. The lack of consensus 
should be overcome in the next few years. 
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